
DECREEING  
Why & How 

 

Our Decrees shall free humanity 

“There is no Greater Privilege of Service before mankind today, than THE ISSUING OF 
THESE MIGHTY DECREES FOR THE FREEDOM OF THEMSELVES AND THE 
WORLD; THE SEIZING AND BINDING OF THE ENTITIES; THE USE OF THE 
VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME; THE CALL OF THE TUBE OF LIGHT AROUND YOU! 
These are Mighty Activities which are imperative for you! Will you use them and be Free? 
The Choice is yours, Beloved Ones.” The Great Divine Director -“I AM” Discourses Book 8 
pg 82-3 

“When you call to the “I AM” Presence, you are calling to the “I AM” Presence of everyone in the world. 
Even earnest students do not realize what a Power their call to the “I AM” Presence is.”  ADK Luk 

“The decrees have rendered a service to the world like nothing else in two million years.” 
(Sanat Kumara) 

DECREEING THROUGH THE POWER, LOVE & AUTHOURITY OF YOUR “I 
AM” 

The Great Ascended Hosts, through Cosmic Law, are not permitted to come into our lower 
realm, (this physical world) and perform the GREAT PURIFICATION needed for our people 
and all life on the earth, unless WE MAKE THE CALLS!   THAT is the POWER of the 
Decree Service. This differs from all other activities of service, for example; prayer, 
meditation, visualization and other ceremonies (not that they are not good – THEY ARE 
GOOD, and are still adding to the Light of the world) 

………but through Decrees (Commands) issued forth, in the name of our “I AM” Presence, 
who ALONE has the authority, to call to The Great Comic Light and Ascended Beings, to do 



It’s perfect work – as that “I AM” Presence is ONE with the great Ascended Hosts, whereas 
the human is not. 

By Cosmic Law the calls are instantly answered when made through our “I AM” Presence. 
Jesus knew this great Law, that is why all His famous statements were prefaced with the 
words “I AM” (e.g. “I AM” the Open Door that no man can shut” “I AM” the Light of the 
world” etc.) He also knew and told us clearly, “I of myself can do nothing, it is the Father 
Within, that doeth the works” which is the Great “I AM” Presence. 

The basis of Saint Germain’s activity in the decree pattern is repetition. This is based on the 
fact that we have used in the many embodiments through the centuries, so much energy 
through the spoken word, and beaten that into the emotional, mental and etheric bodies, 
hence we have solidified qualities of a negative and destructive nature within them. 

Now, to re-qualify the energy in these bodies and the physical body, we have to release a 
balance of energy, which will blaze into them and SHATTER those patterns which we have 
set up mostly through the use of the spoken word and physical action. 

Through centuries of saying negative statements there has been built up into the etheric body, 
into that which the world calls the ‘sub-conscious’, certain deep grooves of energy. It has 
been set into motion. It is consciousness which has been accepted that which we have 
‘decreed’ for ourselves century after century. The same thing has been done with the 
emotional and mental bodies, through the use of life. Now, all that will not change with one 
affirmation! 

The efficacy of the decrees is not only in that which goes out into the ethers, but that which is 
charged and charged into the etheric body (soul/memory body). This brings a positive 
alignment and control of the entire consciousness into positive assurance of what is affirmed. 

It is efficacious to us the same pattern in decreeing, thus build a momentum, than to be 
changing to new decrees all the time, however it may be necessary to add/change according 
to the ‘need of the hour’. Decreeing should not become a ‘chant’. It is not a matter of saying 
so many words through habit. The consciousness should remain ALERT at all times, 
understanding and fully meaning that which is said, with CLEAR VISUALIZATION. 
Remember FREEDOM is gained by rendering impersonal service! To be efficacious in such 
service, daily application is also required, backing up the decrees, and not just to read a few 
every day, but to stand and say them with FIRM DETERMINATION – knowing they are 
being fulfilled! 

  

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRAYERS AND DECREES 

 

     “When you go into action in your groups, making tremendous calls for the Light Rays to expand and to 
remove those causes of distress, you render a service that you will never fully comprehend until you are 
ascended. That is why the cities where sanctuaries of Light are established are more pure by far than those 
that are not so blessed.”      Beloved Sanat Kumara- From ‘Dictations’ – Bridge to Freedom Publication  



“At this point, let Me assure you first, that the  Most Magnificent Activity We have ever 
seen on the face of This Earth, has been thru these Mighty Decrees. . . . . . . You make 
the calls, We will do the rest!”  The Beloved Great Divine Director 

“Those who say they do not wish to decree, are making an error.” Ascended Master K-
17 

“YOU CANNOT HAVE PERFECTION, YOU CANNOT HAVE FREEDOM, WITHOUT 
YOUR OWN EARNEST SINCERE APPLICATION. THAT IS YOUR PART OF THE 
BALANCE TO LIFE!”  “I AM” Discourses – Book 8 – The Great Divine Director pg. 231  

“…be firm and determined in your application; for that is the way you dissolve, consume and 
break down all of these conditions which have disturbed and limited you. You cannot do it 
without your application. Don’t think for one moment, Life is going to do these things for 
you, without your application! THE GREATEST NEED IN THE WORLD TODAY IS THE 
APPLICATION OF LIFE.”   “I AM” Discourses – Book 8 – The Great Divine Director – 
page 330 

  

“For more than 100 years the call from the hearts of humanity has come to Me, but the voice 
of the outer was silent. Today, the voice of the outer has made its call to Me… Thus life has 
called and called, but the outer response was silent… Since your call has brought this 
response, is there anything that your call will not bring forth?” Goddess of Purity 1/1/39 

“Decree a thing and it shall be established unto thee!” 

Understanding  PRAYERS, and the difference between Prayers and Decrees 
(download this short dictation from Saint Germain) 

PRAYERS 

“Jesus learned to know his own Individualized Presence of God  – The “I AM Presence”, 
Whom He later referred to as “Father”  – (“The Father within”) – since Law did not permit at 
that time to openly use the term “I AM Presence.” However, He did impart the knowledge to 
some persons privately later. From this Master (The Beloved Great Divine Director) Jesus 
learned the Action and Power of the words “I AM,” not only from within Himself, but from 
life around Him as well. 

When ones says or declares “I AM,” the Universal God-Presence which is focalized is ready 
to manifest a given purpose, subject of course to the free will of that one. 

Jesus was shown that when the words were used audibly or silently, ‘Life’ came to attention, 
then immediately ‘Life’ obeyed that statement, decree or fiat which followed the creative 
words “I AM.”   Then as Jesus began to use constructive statements preceded by the world “I 
AM,” He felt and enjoyed the buoyant uplift! 

The words “I AM” should always be followed by a positive and constructive statement. These 
statements of power must be made with feeling and conscious thought, not just a repetition 



of words as is the tendency of mankind.”  Excerpt from ‘Life and Teaching of Jesus and Mary’ 
by ADK Luk  page 66/67 

 

“ . . . . In decree work, until a certain development and understanding is reached the Masters 
have to purify the energy released before They can use it. But people have to start at 
whatever point or state of consciousness they are at. 

A decree is, or should be a command giving the Presence and the Masters the authority 
to act in our human world, individually or otherwise.” Law of Life Enlightener  ADK Luk 
pg 569 

ONE OF THE GREATEST SERVICES WE CAN RENDER ON EARTH, IS TO MAKE THE CALLS, 
THRU DECREES,  BY THE POWER OF OUR MIGHTY “I AM” PRESENCE. WHEN WE INVOKE 
THE GREAT ASCENDED BEINGS, AND CALL FOR THE PERFECTION WE SO DESIRE ON OUR 
EARTH IT WILL BE DONE!  THIS COUPLED WITH VISUALIZATION AND UNINTERRUPTED 
FAITH IN THE MANIFESTATION OF OUR CALLS IS CERTAIN VICTORY! 

Excerpt from: Law of Life Enlightener  – ADK Luk (V.9 N.3, September-October, 33 A.F. 
(1987) 

“Thru the group decree work in the 1930’s and 1950’s, great changes which are alluded to in 
other teachings, have taken place for mankind and the earth. Thru the decrees was drawn the 
attention and action of many Ascended Masters, Cosmic Beings and other Divine Beings, 
thru which all this was accomplished. This was not the case thru the centuries under the 
occult law, by the various teachings thru meditation, affirmation, etc.” 

  

“At this point, let Me assure you first, that the  Most Magnificent Activity We have ever 
seen on the face of This Earth, has been thru these Mighty Decrees, issued by these Beloved 
students all over America (during the 1930’s where this Activity first came forward). I want 
you to know how very great they are and how very powerful!         You can believe it or not, 
but I tell you, your Panama Canal would not exist today; if it had not been for the Call of the 
students thru these Decrees! Your Eastern Coast from Philadelphia to Maine, would not have 
been there today, but for the Call which has enabled Us to govern the energy and activity in 
the gas belts. It is the same on the West Coast of your beloved California” Beloved Great 
Divine Director – “I AM” Discourses Book 8   – page 199 



“. . . . . . But where there are conscious chelas where drought, flood, pestilence, or any kind of 
distress appear, it is so unnecessary, and We always look with hope that some chelas will open 
the door, so We may render the necessary service and restore the necessary balance. It is one 
thing for the unconscious masses to suffer, but it is an indignity to Our Own Life and Our 
Friendship for those who are Our Heart Friends to allow such suffering in their presence. May 
I commend you in your endeavors and encourage you.”  Beloved Kuthumi  – Ascended Master 
Love & Truth Vol. III 

It is important to point out, that the Decree Activity needs to be balanced with meditation 
and visualization.  This allows the ‘feeling’ aspect of Divinity to do It’s Perfect 
work.  Decrees are the “scepter “and  meditation/contemplation/visualization are the 
“crown” the receiving. 

DECREES TO DOWNLOAD AND PRINT FROM THIS WEBSITE 

WHY DECREE? 

By Master Morya, 4/6/55 

LAW OF LIFE ENLIGHTENER V.11 N.2, July-August, 35 A.F. (1989) 

“What is the purpose of repetition which is the basis of Saint Germain’s activity in the decree 
pattern? It is based upon the fact that you have used in millions of years so much energy thru 
the spoken word, and beaten that into your mental, emotional and etheric bodies that you 
have solidified qualities of a negative and destructive nature within them, such as doubt, fear, 
rebellion, disillusionment, etc. 

Now, to requalify the energy in your physical bodies and your etheric, mental and emotional 
bodies you have got to begin to release a balance of energy which will blaze into them and 
really shatter those patterns that you set up mostly thru the use of the spoken word and 
physical action. 

The efficacy of your decrees is not only in that which goes out into the ethers but that which 
is charged and charged and charged into your etheric bodies which brings a positive 
alignment and control of your entire consciousness in the acceptance of affirmation of faith 
and positive assurance. 

When you have said for centuries, I am helpless, I am sick, I am distressed; you have built 
into this etheric garment, into that which the world calls the sub-conscious, certain deep 
grooves of energy. 

You have set that body into motion. It is a consciousness which has accepted that which you 
have decreed for yourselves for millions of years. You have done the same thing with your 
emotional body and your mental body thru the use of life. One affirmation from your lips is 
not going to convince these conscious vehicles that you have completely changed your 
centuries of living. 

You are going to have to drive into them a POSITIVE radiation which will in time shatter 
and transmute the pattern of your past; and put in its place the patters of perfection for the 
future. 



You know yourself in the dabbling with the powers of the sub-conscious how the mind has 
absorbed even the recordings that have been placed under the pillows of sleeping men. (You 
know what has been done by the affirmation on the biblical phrases that bring peace to the 
minds of individuals and enter into their feeling worlds.) 

The activity of the Master Saint Germain is to drive that energy into yourself. For your 
mental body is so little of your entire being. Until all of your vehicles responding, one day 
you can say, and your mental, etheric and emotional bodies will cooperate with the physical, 
“I am free by God!” and that moment you will be. 

You might have to keep on saying it for a long time before you have the full cooperation of 
those vehicles. On the other hand you may be one whose inner bodies are very positively 
charged and at the very first call you have manifestation. I don’t have to tell, you, you know – 
in the use of the words of life and the fiat whether you are having manifestation or not. If you 
are not it is because some place back in that realm of inner vehicles you have a momentum 
that says: “Oh, yes it isn’t so.” 

There is no fooling with this Law – when you come to a point of realization THEN you are 
Master! And in one word you can say to the flood, STOP! You can say to the great earth 
quake: “Cease”. You can say to volcanic eruptions: “Be still,” and it will be done. 

But you cannot work with some of your bodies out of gear any more than you can drive your 
car with one wheel, you would have a very bumpy trip, I assure you. 

At the moment of realization when your seven bodies are completely aligned, when your 
Electronic Body, you Causal Body, your Christ Self, your etheric , your mental, emotional 
and physical bodies come to that point of spiritual illumination and realization, that moment 
one spoken word is all that is required for manifestation and precipitation to occur. And all 
the power in your Causal Body flowing thru that word brings manifestation. Jesus manifested 
that in the drawing of the precipitation thru the fish’s mouth, in every fiat which He gave for 
healing and for resuscitation even of bodies that passed thru so-called death. 

In the development of a positive radiation you must work for it. Everybody likes a 
comfortable religion. Certainly that is why the earth is in the condition it is. Everybody likes 
peace, everybody wants some other being to carry them out of distress. But how to do it is 
like Lord Gautama Buddha, Moses, Mother Mary and Jesus the severe discipline and life 
they went thru.” 

  

An excerpt from “SANAT KUMARA’S SACRIFICE” By Beloved Meta 

Bridge to Freedom  -“Dictations from Ascended Masters” 

“In large metropolises like London, New York, Paris and others (Cape Town & Jhb!) where 
millions of people reside, their discordant thoughts and feelings are constantly passing into 
the atmosphere and coalesce there into terrific vortices of evil, which pulsate like gigantic, 
moving jelly masses. 



Any lifestream that opens itself to a discordant quality of any kind, even for a moment, 
magnetizes that substance as great distress of some kind. These great wheels of Light created 
by the forcefields of the group endeavours, are constantly laying upon these evil vortices, 
dissolving and melting them away, thus relieving elemental life so that mankind is literally 
enables to stand erect, breathe in the air, and actually exist in physical form. 

When you go into action in your groups, making tremendous calls for the Light Rays to 
expand and to remove those causes of distress, you render a service that you will never fully 
comprehend until you are ascended. That is why the cities where sanctuaries of Light are 
established are more pure by far than those that are not so blessed. 

OVER FIFTY PERCENT OF THE ACCUMULATION OF DISCORD AND EFFLUVIA OF MANKIND 
IN A CITY OR VILLAGE IS HANDLED BY A SANCTUARY WHERE A DOZEN PEOPLE 
(OFTTIMES LESS) ARE ACTIVE – IF THEY ARE EARNEST AND SINCERE! 

It is a magnificent service to life, one that your outer minds cannot conceive as possible. I 
certainly thank and commend you for the assistance you give. Do you see how close you 
come to my activity, and how interested I am in your service, when you go into action on 
those CAUSES? 

Remember you must go back through the outer cause to the inner CORE OF THE CAUSE, 
which is the quality in the thoughts and feelings that have spewed them forth. Therefore, you 
render a service in changing the NATURE of people because then these masses of discordant 
thoughts and feelings are removed by your calls. 

It takes away the pressures upon the emotional bodies of mankind which prod them to more 
and more discord. Thus you are helping to change the NATURES of the people and 
permanent healing comes only by changing the NATURE of the individual. Every type of 
moral, mental, emotional or physical disease is due to a flaw in the nature of the outer 
consciousness. 

When that flaw or defect is transmuted, the distressing condition disappears! This is 
mathematically exact. It is scientific. Call to me. Call to the brothers and sisters of the etheric 
temples, and we shall give you the assistance of our beams of Light. 

At your call, I shall send you a brother or sister from the Temple of Healing and then, if you 
accept from that one the beam of his or her energy, you may develop the capacity to direct 
the Light Rays yourself. 



 

We are coming into strange days, beloved ones. We are coming to the end of an era. From the 
Great Central Sun (sometimes called “The Sun behind the Sun”), more Light is being 
released to each one of the Seven Spheres. Why? Because the Cosmic Law has asked that the 
whole universe increase its Light. 

Every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being is increasing and intensifying his or her own 
individual aura and gifts to life at present. The Cosmic Light becomes an increasingly greater 
pressure in the lower atmosphere, because unascended beings like yourselves are calling for 
Light. As that Light comes, it presses the psychic and astral realm closer and closer to the 
Earth. Of course, in time, the Light descending will transmute it. 

Meanwhile, as that pressure of Light increases, the causes of distress set up by mankind will 
endeavour to find their way back to redemption and perfection through their creators. That is 
why at the end of an era, before the Golden Age comes in, you will find tremendous 
cataclysmic action, as well as the release of plagues and many other discordant conditions 
that prey upon and frighten their creators to a terrifying extent,  BUT THESE CAN AND 
WILL BE DISSOLVED BY THE USE OF THE LIGHT RAYS.” 

 


